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0 xpert says s-waid,TV 
_ 

show will be Ittste •. 71 tame , 
By MIKE DORGAN 

Of The Capital Times Staff 	• 

Although millions of Athericans will 
sit down tonight to watch ABC's fact. 
and-fiction account of what • might 
have happened had Lee Harvey Os.. 
wald gone to trial, the man who probs.. 
bly knows more about the John Ken. 
nedy assassination than anyone elge 
says he would "rather save what time 
I have for other purposes." 

• It is not that Harold Weisberg con-
siders Oswald unworthy of scrutiny -
Oswald, in fact, was the subject of one 
of the more than half-dozen books 
Weisberg has written on recent U.S. 
political assasinations. The reason for 
Weisberg's disinterest is that he feels! 
none of the major television networks 
has yet done a "major, responsible 
show" on political assasinations and 

thinks it highly unlikely that tonight's 
two-part alleged blockbuster will be 
the first. 

• 
For openers, the show was produced 

by Lawrence Schiller, a man Weis-
berg describes as "utterly unscrupu-
lous." Before his latest attempt to 
cash in on the Kennedy assasination, 
Schiller served as an agent to 
Oswald's killer, jack Ruby. 'Through 
that enterprise, says Weisberg:Schil-
ler sucked up more than 50 per cent of 
all earnings, leaving his client dying is 
a Dallas jail without enough to eves 
pay for his attorney fees. More re-
cently, Schiller tried to negotiate $ 
rights to the life story of Gary Gilmore I 
just prior to his execution in Utah. 

; 
In Schiller's version of the assasina- I 

tion aftermath, Oswald, as in reality, I 
ends up dead, but not before he has 

stood trial. He is shot while the jury Is 1 
out, and it is left to the viewing public 
to decide his guilt or innocence and to ; 
ponder the question of whether he 
acted alone or in conspiracy with oth-
ers. 
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Reality, according Welsher& leaves 
less doubt than ABC. A thorough ex-
amination of the facts, he says, leads 
to the unavoidable conclusion that Lee 
Harvey Oswald was involved in a 
crime which was "beyond the capac-
ity of any one man." 

Weisberg's assertion is supported by 
more that a dozen years of intensive 
investigation. A 64-year-old former 
ace reporter and Senate investigator 
who chucked it all in the 1950's for the 

' "peace, quiet and integrity" of being a 
Maryland chicken farmer, Weisberg 
was lured back into public affairs 
after the Kennedy murder when he 

"realized that nobody was .talking 
about anything but what the officials 
were saying." . 

What the officials were saying, of 
course, and what many of them are 
still saying, was that the assasination 
was the act of a lone screwball named 
Oswald. But an examination of the 
facts, insists Weisberg, exposes that 
account as not only implausible but 
impossible. 

Even at his best moment, Oswald 
was a "duffer," says Weisberg. Not 
only that, he was a lousy shot, scoring 
only one point above minimum stand-
ards while in the Marine Corp. 

Nonetheless; the Warren Commis-
sion had him delivering three astoun-
dingly accurate rounds in fivee sec-
onds from a World War TI vintage Ital-
ian bolt-action rifle which Weisberg 
says has been described as "Mus-
solini's contribution to humanitarian 
warfare" because it was so flawed in 
design and construction as to be 
nearly harmless. 

The issue of the rifle is just one of a I 
. number of troubling aspects of the as-

sassination 

 
 hich cast a shadow of sus-. , 

picion on the Warren Commission 
findings. Not least among the others, • 
adds Weisberg, is the question: "Why 
would Oswald, charged with killing a 
cop and the president of-the United 
States, tell his wife not to to worry, 
that help would come at the right 

• Within 24 hours of making that 
remark, Oswald was dead. And within 

• a brief time, the man who killed, him 
was also dead, Weisberg is convinced 
.that to their graves they took with 
'• them a terrible secret. • 	.* 

After more than a decade of nearly 
Julltime research, he still does not , 
', know that secret. Almost alone among I 
'.conspriacy buffs, he has no exotic 
'theories—at least any that he's willing 
to share—about who killed John Ken- 

' nedy. ' 
' But he does know enough about the 

wail:agination  to feel frightened by its 
implications. 	-• 

"ASSISSffill114011 is the most subver- i 
sive of crimes in a representative so-`; 
ciety," . says Weisberg, who was in 
Madison brieflytoday prior to a speak-
big engagement at Milton College. 

And he adds that when confronted 
with solving that most serious of cri-
mes, "every institution of our society 

has failed." 	, 	. 

Harold Weisberg 


